Choose your homework from the menu below. You must complete the starter, and choose one task from both the main (minimum task list or extension ideas) and dessert
menus every half term. The ‘chilli rating’ suggests the level of difficulty and challenge of each task. You should complete at least one ‘flaming hot’ task every term. Always reread the homework guidance and expectations on the website before you begin. The extension ideas can be used to stretch and challenge your work further.

To use TT Rockstars to increase your times tables timings by the end of this homework.
Use Literacy Spelling Shed to increase your phonic/spelling knowledge
Read to an adult every night

Chilli Rating

Minimum Task

Extension Ideas

Can you think of a party game? Write some instructions on how to play it
using the correct subheadings for instruction writing, and bossy verbs.

Play the game with your friends and get them to score it out of
10

Can you sew? Bring in a sample of something you have stitched together.

Write a set of instructions for
someone else to follow.

Write a letter to Santa. Tell him what you would like this year and what
you have done to deserve a treat. Remember to address your letter
correctly, use capital letters and full stops and an expanded noun phrase.

Write a letter to Santa. Tell him what you would like this year
and what you have done to deserve a treat. Please give Santa a
total cost of the items that you would like.
Remember to address your letter correctly, use capital letters
and full stops and an expanded noun phrase.

Chilli Rating

Minimum Task

Find the lyrics of your favourite Christmas song, and top copy it using the handwriting joins you have been taught so far.
Make a poster to help you remember the spellings of 5 different homophones.
Make a pop up Christmas card. Try to make it bright and colourful. There are lots of ideas on the Internet.

Deadline to hand in completed homework:

On or before. Friday 7h December

Research and Help Links:

DIY 3D Christmas Pop Up Card | Very Easy | How to make | TCraft ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x83rCSAvVpw

An Introduction to Letter Writing | Reading Rockets
www.readingrockets.org/article/introduction-letter-writing
Expectations

You must complete the minimum amount as stated.
Your presentation must be good, written on top copy paper (children can use school paper) together with borders.
Take care to draw, colour in and label neatly.
Colour in all drawings and illustrations.
Only use colouring pencils NOT FELT TIP PENS.
Write neatly and join up.
Writing must be in writing pencil.

